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Guide

The written examination consists of 4 parts, one part for each of the four course
aims in the curriculum.

• Part I: Geometry

• Part II: Estimation

• Part III: Linear signal representation

• Part IV: Signal processing applications

Each part consists of 3 exercises where the student should demonstrate ability to
explain concepts, phenomena, etc (type A exercises), and 2 additional exercises that
test a deeper understanding of various topics in the course, for example, in terms
of more detailed explanations or simpler calculations (type B exercises).

Type A exercises give at most 1 point each. Type B exercises give at most 2
points each.

To pass with grade 3: two parts must have at least 3p and two parts must have at
least 4p, and there must be 2 B-type exercises passed with full 2p.

To pass with grade 4: two parts must have at least 4p and two parts must have at
least 5p, and there must be 4 B-type exercises passed with full 2p.

To pass with grade 5: all parts must have at least 5p, and there must be 6 B-
type exercises passed with full 2p.

The answers to the A-exercises should preferably be given in the blank spaces of
this examination thesis, below the questions. Use additional sheets if necessary,
with no more than one exercise per sheet

Write your anonymous examination ID (AID) at the top of the pages in this exam-
ination thesis and any sheet appended to the examination thesis.

Good luck!
Klas Nordberg
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PART I: GEOMETRY

Exercise 1 (A, 1p) A 2D point has homogeneous coordinates (1, 2, 3). Specify the
dual homogeneous coordinates of a line that intersects this point.

Exercise 2 (A, 1p) Give the elements of a transformation matrix that transforms
the homogeneous coordinates of a 2D point, first by a translation with (1, 1), and
then by a anti-clockwise rotation of 90◦.

Exercise 3 (A, 1p) Draw a figure that illustrates a homography transformation
between the points of two 3D planes.

Exercise 4 (B, 2p) Given a rotation axis n̂ and angle α, the corresponding rotation
matrix is computed by Rodrigues’ formula:

R = I +
(
1− cosα

)
(I− n̂n̂>) + sinα [ n̂ ]×.

How can you determine the axis n̂ and the angle α from the matrix R?.

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET

Exercise 5 (B, 2p) An ellipse in the 2D plane is defined by all points (u, v) that
satisfy the equation

4 (u− 4)2 + 9 (v − 2)2 = 1.

Based on homogeneous coordinates y, the ellipse can alternatively be define by the
equation y>Q y = 0 for some symmetric 3× 3 matrix Q. What is Q in this case?

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET
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PART II: ESTIMATION

Exercise 6 (A, 1p) Why do we apply normalization, e.g., the Hartley normalization,
to data before a model that fits the data is estimated?

Exercise 7 (A, 1p) If we apply DLT to a relation like a ∼ Tb, we get [a ]×Tb = 0.
The left hand side of this last expression contains 3 linear equations in T, but it
only generates 2 constraints in T? Why is this so?

Exercise 8 (A, 1p) An n× 3 data matrix A, consisting of the homogeneous coor-
dinates of 2D points, is used for estimating a line that intersects the points. A has
singular values σ1 = 1.7, σ2 = 0.1, σ3 = 0.08. How do you interpret this situation?

Exercise 9 (B, 2p) You are estimating a homography from image points that con-
tain some amount of noise. You can determine the homography either by minimiz-
ing an algebraic error or a geometric error. Explain these two errors, and describe
advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET

Exercise 10 (B, 2p) Two sets of m image points ȳk and ȳ′k are approximately
related by a rigid transformation (R, t̄). Formulate a geometric error ε such that
(R, t̄) can be determined by minimizing ε. Also, show that this error is symmetric:
it gives the same value independent of if the two points sets are exchanged.

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET
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PART III: LINEAR SIGNAL REPRESENTATIONS

Exercise 11 (A, 1p) B and B̃ hold a basis and the corresponding dual basis in
their columns. G0 defines the scalar product. How are the three matrices related?

Exercise 12 (A, 1p) The scalar product between vectors u,v ∈ Rn can be imple-
mented as 〈u |v 〉 = v>G0u for some n×n matrix G0. Here, we require that G0 is
symmetric: G>0 = G0. Why is the necessary? What property of the scalar product
relates to the symmetry of G0?

Exercise 13 (A, 1p) B holds a basis for a subspace U ⊂ V in its columns. G0

defines the scalar product in V . How can you compute the orthogonal distance from
v, a vector in V , to the subspace U?

Exercise 14 (B, 2p) Let bk ∈ V be a set of N vectors that forms a frame for V , with
F as the corresponding frame operator. F is a self-adjoint operator. Describe how
b̃k, the corresponding dual frame vectors, are computed. Show that it is possible
to write any v ∈ V as

v =
∑
k

〈 v | bk 〉 b̃k.

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET

Exercise 15 (B, 2p) The discrete Fourier transform maps a set of N samples f [k]
in the time domain to N samples F [l] in the frequency domain, and it is defined
according to the equation below. This expression suggests that the set of all F [l] as
the coordinates of the sequence f [k] relative to some set of basis functions. What
are the basis functions in this case, and which scalar product is used?

F [l] =

N−1∑
k=0

f [k] e−i2πkl/N

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET
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PART IV: SIGNAL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS

Exercise 16 (A, 1p) Explain why it is often not reasonable to use a weighting
function W = 1 in filter optimization.

Exercise 17 (A, 1p) What is the primary application of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA)?

Exercise 18 (A, 1p) Let V0 and V1 be two vector spaces such that the scaling
functions φ(t− k), k ∈ Z, is an ON-basis of the space V0 and 21/2φ(2t− k), k ∈ Z is
an ON-basis of the space V1 ⊃ V0. Then the wavelet functions ψ(t− k), k ∈ Z form
a basis for the space W0. Characterize W0 in terms of V0 and V1.

Exercise 19 (B, 2p) Filter optimization can be described as a linear optimization
problem. In what space is the problem formulated and how? What is the scalar
product in this space?

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET

Exercise 20 (B, 2p) A special case of normalized convolution is normalized av-
eraging, where only a single, constant, basis function is used. Let s[k] denote the
signal, let a[k] denote the corresponding symmetric applicability function, and let
c[k] denote the signal certainty. What is the filter f [k] that is applied to the signal
in this case? What is the metric G[k], at point k, in this case? Motivate!

WRITE YOUR ANSWER ON A SEPARATE SHEET
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